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THE ARENA

Have you noticed that this year's outdoor relay team is wholly Freshman? What's the matter with the other classes?

Too bad Chamberlain has to play a lose game in the shot put. Some one to work with him would be a great help, but as it is he is doing fairly well, and is good for points at the Intercollegiates.

The track at the Field is faster than ever this year, and it is held by H. S. Baker 1904, who has a mile record. It has stood since 1902, and is held by H. S. Baker 1904, who is good for points at the Intercollegiates.

Speaking of the mile. just keep your eyes on L. O. Mills 1911. With E. B. Wright 1911 and is held by H. S. Baker 1904, who has a mile record. It has stood since 1902, and is held by H. S. Baker 1904, who is good for points at the Intercollegiates.

To the victor belongs the spoils." It's double satisfaction to inspect the trophy through the haze of smoke-an ideal blend everyone likes. Because there's no expense for brillant boxes, gilt frills, etc., we put ten extra cigarettes in every package.

A quality cigarette of more pleasing fragrance than the ordinary Turkish smoke—an ideal blend everyone likes. There's no expense for brillant boxes, gilt frills, etc., we put ten extra cigarettes in every package.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.